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“Basic” Galaxy Scaling Relations 
with Dynamics 

•  Size (R), Velocity (V), Luminosity (L),                
Colour /  Stellar Mass

•  Velocity – Luminosity (VL) relation                       
(aka Tully-Fisher Relation, or TFR)

•  Size-Luminosity (RL)

•  Size-Velocity (RV)

•  Luminosity, Velocity/Mass Functions (SHMR)    
(predicted by ΛCDM) 

must skip stellar pops, metallicity, outer profiles,       
environment, … See vdKruit & Freeman (2011)
 
 
 
 



CAVEATS: B/D decompositions 

  Scale Parameters rarely determined to better than 20% 

Courteau+11


 Spectroscopic
evidence:
Saglia+11, 

Dorman+13

E.g. with      
M31  Bulge: 22% 

Disk: 72% 
Halo: 6% 



Fractional Halo Light   

Purcell, Bullock, Zentner  (2008) 
Courteau & van den Bergh (1999) 

6% 
2% 

Courteau+11



CAVEATS: B/D decompositions 
 •  B/D decompositions: de Jong 1996 series – spectacular!

•  Byun+94 (ApJ, 432, 114: Dust Opacity in Spiral Galaxies)
    Byun+95 (ApJ, 448, 563: 2D B/D Decompositions) 
•  Sersic model fine for ETGs: for LTGs, careful about ill-

motivated bells and whistles (esp. w/ monochromatic data).           
At the very least, do B/D decomp with multi-band data

•  1D/2D B/D decomps, I(R), should NOT be attempted for 
edge-on galaxies è I(z); also problems with Freeman    
Type II, dust, …

•  Use non-parametric estimates (from isophotal fits) 
•  Need spectroscopy (~IFU) to properly separate structural
    components (e.g. ATLAS3D, CALIFA, MaNGA) 

•  IMAGING (LIGHT WEIGHTED) and SPECTRA (MASS 

WEIGHTED) MAY TELL YOU ORTHOGONAL PICTURES: 



Ø  Need moderate spectral resolution, good λ coverage,                    
and high S/N/Å (>50), measurement of light- and              
mass-weighted ages, metallicities, & dust for late-type      
galaxies is feasible with full spectrum fitting �

Ø  Details are critical: calibration (flux & λ),                          
resolution, velocity dispersion, & rotation must be                 
treated self-consistently (within data & models)�

Ø  Bulges follow similar trends to ellipticals in age/Z at a given mass 
(also true at 0.1 < z < 1; see MacArthur etal. 2008, ApJ 680, 70)�

Ø  All bulges are dominated by OLD stellar pops (>~80% by mass)�
Ø  Secular contribution increases in weight with decreasing σ0�

Ø  Spheroid formation dominated by processes common to  
all spheroids, whether or not they currently reside in disks 

Ø  Dominant formation mechanism occurred on shorter timescales  
for more massive spheroids  �

  MacArthur+09: Light vs Mass Weighted

See also Sánchez-Blázquez+11



CAVEATS: Mass Models (Dutton+05) 
fixed M/L α = 1 (NFW) fixed c

Galaxy Masses: Courteau+14 (RMP) 



  Global Disk Galaxy Scaling Relations 

Tully & 
Fisher (1977) 

 
L~V3 

 

Courteau+07; 
also Hall+12      



Use of (Disk) Scaling Relations 
•  Originally, TFRs used to determine galaxy 

distance for cosmic flow studies [Marseille ‘13]       
e.g. Tully-Fisher+77; Courteau+93; Strauss & Willick 1995;          
Giovanelli+97; Masters+06; Springob+09

•  TFRs assembled over broad range of types          
e.g. Courteau+03[bars]; Vogt+04[env.]; Courteau+07; Pizagno+07   

for testing galaxy formation models e.g. Dalcanton+97; 
MMW-99; Navarro & Steinmetz-00; Dutton+07; Gnedin+07

•  Connecting ET and LT galaxies with their haloes 
through dynamics / velocity function                    
e.g. Dutton+11; Trujillo-Gomez+11; Papastergis+11; Reyes+12

•  Evolution of Scaling Relations with time            
Ziegler+02; Barden04; Kassin+07; Trujillo+09; Dutton+11b; Miller+13 

Oxford  IAUS 311 21-25 July 2014 



Hall et al (2012, MNRAS, 425, 2741)  
 

“An Investigation of Sloan Digital Sky Survey imaging data  
 and multiband scaling relations of (3041) spiral galaxies”  

Compare SDSS DR7 Petrosian R and L with similar values  
from isophotal fits to the SDSS galaxy images.  
Scatter degradation VL by ∼8% and RV by ∼30% with 
SDSS Petrosian parameters. 
Largest (Baryonic) TFR to date:  Hall et al (2012) 

On the choice of scaling parameters 

Melanie Hall 



Galaxy Scaling Relations: TFR for Barred Galaxies  

observations about spiral galaxies: barred and unbarred
galaxies have similar physical properties and populate the
same TF/LS relation and residual space. It also shows that
the TFR is fully independent of surface brightness (CR99),
a situation that may also result from the fine-tuning of virial
parameters. The analysis of the independence of surface
brightness in the TFR, and a revised interpretation of
the ‘‘ Courteau-Rix ’’ test in terms of virial parameter
correlations, is presented in S. Courteau et al. (2003a, in
preparation).

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have tested the hypothesis that barred and unbarred
spiral disks have di!erent structural correlations, such as
the Tully-Fisher relation, with barred galaxies possibly
having a higher luminous-to–dark matter fraction in their
inner parts. New WIYN/SparsePak integral field spectro-
scopy and deep near-infrared photometry of barred and
unbarred spiral galaxies allowed us to verify that non-
circular motions are not significant atRdisk and that rotation
curves from one- or two-dimensional spectroscopy are reli-
able beyond that radius. Based on this result and uniform
inclination corrections for spiral galaxies with i > 50!, we
have compared the distributions of barred and unbarred
galaxies in the TF plane from extensive redshift-distance
surveys of galaxies and found no significant di!erences.

For a given circular velocity, barred and unbarred gal-
axies have comparable luminosities, scale lengths, colors,
and star formation rates.5 This suggests that barred and
unbarred galaxies are close members of the same family and
do not originate from di!erent evolutionary trees. Their
structural duality may be understood if bars are generated
by transient dynamical processes that are likely independent
of the initial galaxy formation conditions. Their virial
properties would otherwise be di!erent.

Very recent N-body simulations with the highest
resolution have relaxed the notion that bars would grow in
structures defined by a narrow range of disk/halo
parameters. Thus, our comparisons cannot be used to ascer-
tain the notion that bars live mostly in spiral disks whose
stellar fraction dominates the mass budget within the opti-
cal disk. Our results are, however, consistent with bright
barred galaxies having dark matter fractions similar to
those of their unbarred cousins (DS00; S. Courteau et al.
2003a, in preparation). Stellar velocity dispersions, which
provide robust disk M/L ratios, hold the promise of

Fig. 5.—Line width–luminosity (top) and size-luminosity (bottom) diagrams for SCII galaxies. Line widths are measured fromH!RCs and H i line widths,
and disk scale lengths are measured using the marking-the-disk technique (see text). Symbols are as in Fig. 4. The TFR is the same for barred and unbarred
galaxies. The solid and dashed lines show data-minus-model minimization fits from S. Courteau et al. (2003a, in preparation) and Dale et al. (1999),
respectively. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

5 A comparative study by Sheth et al. (2002) of the molecular gas proper-
ties of barred and unbarred galaxies in the BIMA Survey of Nearby
Galaxies shows striking di!erences. However, their data (see their Fig. 2)
show less striking di!erences for the star formation rates between barred
and unbarred galaxies, but based on scanty information. More data are
clearly needed to elucidate these questions!
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TFR: Courteau+03; Sheth+12; Aguerri+13
FJR/FP/Kappa Space: Gadotti & Kauffman+09; Gadotti-09 

 

Courteau+03



  Global Disk Galaxy Scaling Relations 

Tully & 
Fisher (1977) 

 
L~V3 

 

Courteau+07; 
also Hall+12      



Galaxy scaling relations 

Courteau+07; see also Reyes+11, Hall+12



Galaxy scaling relations 

dlogV/dlogR = -0.5 for self-gravitating disk  
                                          +0.5 for pure NFW DM halo model  

                   Estimate Baryons/DM fraction in galaxies! 

Calibrated Tully–Fisher relations 2379

Figure 27. Relation between stellar masses M!,Bell and disc scalelengths
Rd for 189 galaxies in the child disc sample (filled circles with 1" error
bars). The best-fitting relation log Rd = a + b(log M! ! 10.17) is shown
by the solid line, and the dashed lines are displaced from the mean relation
by ±"̃ , the best-fitting Gaussian intrinsic scatter equal to 0.14 dex. Best-
fitting parameters are listed in the upper left corner, together with their 1"

uncertainties.

pure self-gravitating disc model, V2
rot " Rd

!1 at fixed M!, so a strong
negative correlation is expected with ! log Vrot/! log Rd = !0.5.
On the other hand, a strong positive correlation is expected for a
pure Navarro, Frenk & White (1996, hereinafter NFW) DM halo
model, with an expected slope of +0.5 in the inner regions.24

We study correlations between velocity residuals from the M!

ITFR and disc size offsets from the mean size–mass relation,
#(log Rd) = log(Rd/R̄d(M!)). Fig. 27 shows the log M!–log Rd

relation for 189 galaxies in the child disc sample (filled circles) and
the best-fitting mean relation R̄d(M!) (solid line). Using a procedure
similar to that used to fit the TFRs (cf. Section 7.2), we find

log
!

R̄d

kpc

"
= (0.51 ± 0.010) + (0.20 ± 0.02)

#
#

log
!

M!

M$

"
! 10.17

$
, (35)

with a best-fitting Gaussian intrinsic scatter in log Rd of "̃ = 0.14±
0.01 dex.

Fig. 28 shows the correlation between velocity residuals
#[log V80(M!)] and disc size offsets #(log Rd) for the 189 galaxies
in the child disc sample. Confirming the results of prior studies, we
find no evidence for a correlation: r = 0.05 and $ = 0.04. The best-
fitting linear relation has a slope consistent with zero, b = 0.012 ±
0.034 (solid line).

Now, we go one step further and repeat the analysis for three bins
in stellar mass (with 64, 64 and 61 galaxies in the low, intermediate
and high stellar mass bins, respectively). Fig. 29 shows the results
for each stellar mass bin (as labeled; the legend here is similar to that

24 Note that the disc scalelength dictates the radius at which the rotation
velocity is evaluated, and therefore, the amount of DM ‘seen’ by the gas.
Thus, in the case where DM dominates the inner regions of the galaxy,
the expected value of !log Vrot/!log Rd is given by the inner slope of the
circular velocity profile of an NFW DM halo, which is around 1/2.

Figure 28. Correlation between velocity residuals from the M! ITFR,
#(log V80), and disc size offsets #(log Rd), defined relative to the mean
relation log R̄d(M!) (given by equation 35). The best-fitting linear relation
has a slope consistent with zero (solid line). Predicted trends for a pure
self-gravitating disc model (slope = !0.5) and a pure NFW DM halo model
(slope = +0.5) are also shown (dot-dashed lines).

in Fig. 28). Although the best-fitting slopes are not close to either
of the predictions from the pure disc and pure DM models (!0.5
and +0.5, respectively; dot-dashed lines), we find a decreasing
trend in the best-fitting slope (changing sign from slightly positive
to slightly negative) with increasing stellar mass: b = 0.087 ±
0.055, 0.00 ± 0.03 and !0.04 ± 0.08 for the low, intermediate and
high stellar mass bins, respectively. The correlations are weak, but
reflect the same trend with increasing stellar mass: $ = 0.25, !0.08
and !0.15, with corresponding Sig($) = 0.05, 0.5 and 0.2, for the
three bins, respectively.

The observed trend indicates that the stellar mass (or baryon)
fraction within the optical region of disc galaxies increases sys-
tematically with stellar mass over the range of stellar masses we
consider. In Section 11, we explicitly calculate stellar mass frac-
tions and confirm the trend with stellar mass suggested by these
residual correlations. In Section 12.4, we discuss the interpretation
of these results.

11 DYNAMI CAL-TO-STELLAR MASS RATIOS

We calculate dynamical-to-stellar mass ratios within the optical
radius R80 for the 189 galaxies in the child disc sample, denoted
by (Mdyn/M!)opt % (Mdyn/M!)(R80) = Mdyn(R80)/M!(R80) %
Mdyn,opt/M!,opt. We adopt an empirical definition that depends
straightforwardly on directly observed quantities
!

Mdyn

M!

"

opt

= V 2
80R80/G

0.8M!,Bell
! [K(D/T )80 ! 1] , (36)

where G = 4.3012 # 10!6 kpc (km s!1)2 M!1
$ is the gravitational

constant, K = 1.34 is a geometrical factor that corrects for the
flattened potential of the disc (assuming a galaxy model with an
exponential disc, bulge and NFW DM halo; see the Appendix for
the derivation), and (D/T)80 is the disc-to-total mass ratio within
R80,

(D/T )80 = 1 ! e!R80/Rd (1 + R80/Rd)
0.8

# (D/T ). (37)

C& 2011 The Authors, MNRAS 417, 2347–2386
Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society C& 2011 RAS
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Reyes+11  

Pure Disk  Pure DM  

Courteau+Rix 99  



SAMs: Models against Data 
   Courteau & Rix (1999) 

§  Simple exponential disk embedded in a DM halo 
§  Use density profile for collisionless ΛCDM simulations     

of halo formation (NFW) 
§  Assume adiabatic contraction  
§  Use stellar disks of various M/L ratios and Rexp = 3 kpc, 

and compute the disk-halo  contributions to the rotation 
curve 

§  Get ∂log(V2.2) /∂log(Rexp) for each value of Vdisk/ Vtot 
§  Test with bulge and isothermal halos 

    Dutton+07 
§  Include baryonic effects: feedback, self-regulating bulge 

for disk stability, generalised adiabatic contraction, SFR 
w/ threshold surface density, IMFs, etc. 



Caveat: adiabatic contraction 

Without adiabatic contraction, χ2 = 1.7, v200 = 91, c = 14.8 

Initial (NFW) Final 



Comparison With Models 

→ Vdisk / Vtot < 0.6 at R = 2.2Rexp  with AC  (Courteau & Rix 1999)  

→ Vdisk / Vtot = 0.72 ± 0.05 at R = 2.2Rexp  without AC  
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Evidence for Sub-Maximal Disks (at 2.2Rd) 
§  Kuijken & Gilmore (1989): local stellar density  
§  Predicted by analytical models of galaxy formation       

(e.g., Mo et al. 1998; Dutton et al 2007)  (Assumes AC)  
§  stellar kinematics of galactic disks Bottema (1997); 

DiskMass project (Bershady, Verheijen + 11) 
§  TF residuals: Courteau & Rix (1999); Dutton+07 
§  gas kinematics and structure of spiral arms                   

Kranz, Slyz & Rix (2002); Foyle etal (2008):  
§  Kregel et al. (2005): disk flattening of edge-on galaxies 
§  Trott & Webster (2010): lensing + rotation curve 

constraints 

Vdisk/Vtot ≤ 0.6 MDM/Mtot ≥ 0.7 
(on average at 2.2 disk scale lengths) 

van den Kruit & Freeman (2011; ARAA) Courteau etal (2014; RMP)  



  λ   = halo spin         c  = halo conc. 
mg = disk mass       ϒI  = disk M/L 
Assumes log-normal scatter 

Dutton et al 2007 

Semi-Analytic Models of Disk Galaxies 



  λ   = halo spin        c   = halo conc. 
mg = disk mass       ϒI  = disk M/L 
Assumes log-normal scatter 

Dutton+07 

Semi-Analytic Models of Disk Galaxies 

(after Courteau & Rix 1999) 



Three problems for 
three solutions  

§  Lower stellar mass-to-light ratio 
     But need an extreme top-heavy IMF,        
     or maybe lots of dust.  IMF likely                             
     universal on Galactic scales.    
     But not on extragalactic scales?    
 
§  Lower initial halo concentration 
     need uncontracted z=0 c200≈3, which seems   

inconsistent with ΛCDM (e.g. Gao etal 2008) 
 

§  Turn off halo contraction 
 All fitting conditions are met if disk formation     
causes the DM halo to expand 

     





✔ 



Galaxy scaling relations 

Dutton etal 2007, 2011 Allow for halo expansion 



Reversing Halo Contraction                               
is not so Crazy 

For galaxies w/o a major merger, dark halo expansion due to:
 
§  Feedback

SN/stellar wind driven mass outflows 
(e.g., Navarro+96; Gnedin&Zhao 2000; 
Read & Gilmore 2005; Governato+10; Brook+12                       
Pontzen & Governato 2012; DiCintio+13)
Also explains the small fraction (~20%) of the universal 

 baryons in galaxies. 
§  Angular Momentum Exchange: 

baryon clumps lose AM to halo through dynamical friction 
(bars, mergers)

    (e.g. Weinberg & Katz 2002; El Zant+04; Elmegreen+08) 
                      Dutton et al. 2007, 2011

 



Dutton+11; see also  
Trujillo-Gomez+11  
 

•  Vc=1.54σ for ETGs  
Courteau+07b; Catinella+12; 
Cappellari+13; Courteau+14 

•  Vopt/V200 = 1.3 
Dutton+10; Reyes+11 

Dutton+11;  ρ≈r-2 
(“B/D/H conspiracy”, as also 
found by Remus+13)

Dark halo response and the stellar IMF in early-type 
and late-type galaxies 



MaGICC* disks: matching observed galaxy 
relationships over a wide stellar mass range 

(MNRAS, 2012, 424, 1275-1283)  

* Making Galaxies in a Cosmological Context   

       

Chris Brook 
Universidad Autonoma de Madrid 

 
with Greg Stinson, B.K. Gibson,   

Brad  
James Wadsley, Tom Quinn  
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same resolution 
same physics 
same feedback 

old feedback 
Stinson et al 2010 
Scannepieco et al. 2012 

low resolution 
same physics 
same feedback  
C* adjusted  

Stellar-Mass, Halo-Mass  
Size (S), Rotation Velocity (Vc), Luminosity (L), MHI,  

Specific SFR, Colour, Mbaryons, Metallicity (log O/H)   

Data from  
Courteau+07  
McGaugh+05 



   Key Science Questions 
1.  How was angular momentum distributed                 

among baryonic and non-baryonic                    
components as the galaxy formed?

2.  How do various mass components assemble                 
and influence one another?

3.  How does gas accretion drive the growth of galaxies?

4.  What are the relative roles of stellar accretion, minor 
and major mergers, and instabilities in forming 
galactic bulges and ellipticals?

5.  What quenches star formation?  What external forces 
affect star formation in groups and clusters?



Wish list (Obs.)
§  General: must determine biases and applicability             

of structural parameters (Vrot, σ, R23.5, accurate D, …)       
Measure V(r) and σ(r) as deeply  and  homogeneously      
as possible.

§  BTF/FP analysis for tens of thousands                                              
of LTGs and ETGs: need deep dynamics                                                         
(V, σ), PNe, GCs, lensing, X-ray maps,                                                                       
multi-wavelength imaging, gas fractions                         
E.g. Atlas3D, ALFALFA, CALIFA, MaNGA,                   
SAMI, SLACS, SHIVir, … (bias on dynamics)

§  VL/RL/LF analysis for LTGs/ETGs: must constrain stellar 
population models, metallicities, IMF and AC.  Slope, 
zero-point and scatter of scaling relations must be 
matched simultaneously   Dutton+11; Papastergis+11;                           
Trujillo-Gomez+11; Reyes+12



Looking forward to…
   Galaxy Masses Review (RMP)  –  Courteau+14 
    arXiv:1309.3276 – ask me for the latest copy

 www.physics.ox.ac.uk/iau311 


